Wherever light measurement
and control are absolutely
critical to the performance of
display and lighting products,
THE FUTURE IS RADIANT.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE

R A D I A N T I M A G I N G : A pa r t ne r sh i p
f o r pr odu ct iv it y

Radiant Imaging brings you today’s most advanced tools for the design, measurement and
quality assurance of display and lighting products. Radiant’s products, application engineering
support services, and optical and illumination engineering consulting services are focused on
enhancing your corporate design capabilities, product development efficiency, and manufactur ing productivity. Radiant Imaging is the partner of choice when your display or lighting product
success depends on rapid product development, accurate performance metrology, precise
manufacturing processes, or fast and accurate quality assurance. Companies around the
world continue to turn to Radiant Imaging for effective solutions.

Radiant Imaging, Inc. is the worldwide leader in imaging light and color measurement
solutions. Radiant Imaging has consistently developed superior, awardwinning products for the display and illumination industries that shrink development
cycle times, increase optical efficiency, and improve product quality and performance. Radiant Imaging is committed to producing display and illumination system
design and inspection tools which meet our customer needs in rapidly changing
markets.

Premier technology—and then some
The first choice —
Globally
Radiant Imaging’s industry
relationships include leading
display and lighting companies
in the United States, Japan,
Europe, Korea, Taiwan, China,
and elsewhere around the world.
Radiant Imaging products and
personnel are trusted by accred ited testing laboratories, R&D
scientists, design engineers,
manufacturing engineers, and
quality control specialists to
precisely quantify the perform ance of light sources, display
systems, display subsystems
and display system components.

Since Radiant’s creation of the world’s first commercially available CCD photometer,
Radiant has been valued for its uniquely involved working relationship with domestic and
international clients.
Radiant supports you with world-class scientific experts in optics, physics, color science, light measurement, and
human perception; and a team of dedicated and experienced engineers in optics, display technology, illumination
system design, mechanical design, software development, manufacturing engineering, and quality assurance.
Radiant’s approach begins with understanding your specific goals, methodology and processes which translates
into product solutions specific to your needs. Exceptional post-sales support enables on-going improvements that
adapt as your business evolves and grows.

Engineered advantages
In a marketplace characterized by the absolute mandate of cost effective innovation, Radiant Imaging technologies
deliver exciting benefits. Component manufacturers and system integrators in the display and illumination industries
are able to reduce costs of design and development by designing products correctly at the beginning. Radiant
Imaging products enable you to increase production yield, with more reliable and faster quality control assurance
practices. Products move more quickly to production and then to market to achieve a vital competitive edge. With
an entire range of reliable tools, integrated solutions and unequalled, accessible expertise Radiant has proven, time
and again, to be a valued solution provider to customers world-wide.

The PM Series — The future of light and color
measurement
For over two decades the optical scientists of Radiant Imaging have
continued to perfect imaging photometry and colorimetry, making it
easier to use, more accurate and more useful in a wide and growing
range of display and illumination applications. In 1999 we introduced
the first commercially available 16-bit CCD color measurement
system. Today our PM Series of Imaging

Photometry, Radiometry and Colorimetry Measurement
Systems are heralded as the most accurate, flexible, dependable and user friendly in the world.
PM Series instruments are capable of measuring from
hundreds of thousands to millions of data points in seconds.
Industrial and scientific grade models are available with a
resolution and dynamic range to meet any light or color
measurement need.
Radiant Imaging measurement instrument construction,
features, speed and ease of use, along with superior technical support, make them ideal for both R&D and demanding automated production applications.
Our PM Series software for camera calibration, control, data acquisition and data analysis is comprehensive yet
fully configurable through Active-X controls. Many of our R&D and QA customers use the Active-X controls to fully
automate test analysis, report generation as well as to replace slower evaluation methods and replace subjective
human visual inspection.

Customized Engineering Solutions
For most of our clients, the world is not static—and often customization of production systems is
necessary. So a full-time team of Radiant specialists is available to meet the requirements of
your specific technology and processes. Radiant application engineering can assist you in
modifying system requirements to meet changing needs. This enables you to configure the
complex cost-quality-value relationship of products to optimize ROI in a competitive and
dynamic market place. Radiant consultants are seasoned and experienced product development
engineers with advanced degrees in engineering, optics, physics and mathematics. They hold numerous patents and are an integral part of Radiant Imaging culture. As our customers can attest, our optical and illumination engineering department can truly give your organization a competitive edge.

Radiant Source Models. Real data for raytracing
simulations
Modeling light sources for illumination or non-imaging optical design simulations with traditional
means can take weeks of costly development time to optimize a geometric surface model.
Radiant Source™ light source characterization files enable optical designers to increase
accuracy and decrease development cycle time.
Radiant Source Models are created with Radiant’s Source Imaging Goniometer
System using proprietary methodology to produce the most accurate source models
available. Generally, Radiant Source Models contain between 1500 and 2000 images of a
light source which provide real data of the full luminance field for optical design raytracing.
Radiant’s ProSource software allows users to view images of the light source to analyze the
quantitative light output characteristics including luminance, color, and total luminous flux. ProSource
software also generates rays for importing light source data into leading optical and illumination design software.
Radiant Source Model data files may be obtained from Radiant Imaging, our online library or selected light source
manufacturers and software vendors.

Imagine the Possibilities and the Potential of
Working with Us
Please contact the US headquarters of Radiant Imaging, Inc. in Washington State for any information including
contact information for our sales representatives and technology partners in the US, Asia, Europe, and other
selected locations.

Radiant Imaging, Inc.
15321 Main Street NE, Suite 310
PO Box 5000
Duvall, WA 98019
Phone: (425) 844-0152
Fax: (425) 844-0153
sales@radiantimaging.com
www.radiantimaging.com

